Abstra@. Acouatid meth~are transforming the way in which oceanographers look at processes in the upper ocean boundary layer. Through the use of in si~m-ements, through high fiquency kk scatter imaging and Doppler m~ernent and through the interpretation of naturdy murring sound, we are able to m~e the meteorologic conditions and ocean dw environment the direction wave fiel~wave breaking, turbulenw, bubble distributions just benmth the surfw, hgmuir chulation and related phenomena. We numerous wncepts have been demonstrated, their transformation into practiml tools for~monitoringand research is ordybeginning.~O
The upper~bom~layer is not ody one of tie most challenging oeeanogmphic environments to study, but dso one of great importanu to many arm of human wnmm. These include for example, the study of climate, biologid produdvity and navigation. There is a seien~c and practid need to better understand tis complex and dynamic environment. Mathernatid models ean provide insight but are of litie value without accurate observations.
The reliability and prdetive capacity of mupled atmosphere~cirtiation models depends in large m-re on adquate representation of 'su&grid seate' pr=sses. The physid~ographer is e~idly eonwrned with vertid fluxes of heat mass and momentum and the m=hanisms that underlie tiese fluxes. Mthough air--interaction is a we~establish~ch fiel~most prior work has been~ti out either from above the surfaw, using instrum ents on ships or by remote sensing, or inor limnologid settings that may k less representative of the open ocean. It is the remarkable potenthd for detaild m-ement of s~l de structure, as well as for monitoring larger de conditions, that makes amustid methods so interesting in this context. This brief aaunt outiines some of these applications so as to illustrate the potential of underwater acoustics in this important and rapidy developing area of~seienee.
ME~OROLOGICAL~OCEAN S~ACE COND~ONS
The hi~y nodinm dependence betw~n wind se and the rate at which wind does work on the ocean surface makes amte wind @ measurement especially important to air-sea interaction studies. Wdar seatteromeh as provd vrduable in this context but pruss studies rquire high tempod and spatird resolution. The well known relationship betwmn findand ambient noise levels w be W to monitor surface conditions. From an~ographic point of view, tid stress ratherthan speedis of grmtest of interest. This distinction has not kn unambiguously resolvd in the amtic si@, but must be Elated to the noise generation mwhanis~which over a wide fiquency range depends on wave breaking. The details of sound generation are unclear. Mdti and B* (9) has shown how bubble formation ean & related to the noise~. me figh fiquenq noiwvary as the wave advanm, presumably due to progressive variation in tie sim of entraind bubbles. However, exmpt for the very smrdlest of br~ng waves, sound due to bubble formation behind tie leading dge of the whit=p must to some extent be mask~by the whit-p itse~. Moreover, as widely di-sed in the literature (e.g. 10), collective oscillation of the dense bubble field maybe an important source of low frqueney noise.
The natily occurring soundfield ean be usd to image wave br&ng both at high frequencies (4) and dso at lower frquencim (~at which mlleetive ose~ations may tell us something about the toti amount of air entrained. Since it appears that the energy dissipati may be related to the volume of tir entrained, it wodd be most valuable to 1-how to separate and interpret these Werent noise sources. Imaging ean dso lead to a detednation of the @of br~ng waves, which gives us a de for wave dissipation (8) .
Potentirdly WM relationships between precipitation and ambient noise ae presentiy the subject of intensive amdysis (5) . At higher wind X this is obviously a very complicated problem sinm not ody do the rain drops impact the surfam at an angle, but the subsurface bubble field attenuates the signal. A tier subtiety is the interaction between rain and the Surfam wave field, which is cornrnordy obsemd but imperfectly understood. Bubble clouds dso attenuate the wind generated sound, es~idly at higher frequencies. There has been much discussion of the trapping of ambient sound in the waveguide formed by the bubble layer, rdthough the extent to which this can be understood in terms of models that lack the spatird heterogeneity of observd bubble clouds remains unclm.
Closely relatd to the issues of wave breaking are the properties of the wave field i~ti. SinW waves can propagate great distanm, the wave field possesses a directioti distribution. It is not uncommon for wind waves to have a quite tie~nt dirwtion to swell. The nodinear interaction between different components of the wave field is an im~rtant problem in its own righ~accounting, for example, for the development of extreme waves which m pose a hazard to shipping md industrid activities. Existing hydrodynamic models fail for large, steep waves.
cdation of factors such as the overturning moment of m offshore structure depends upon knowldge of the verticrd profile of nw surface velocities within the crests of large waves,~tiring accurate measurement in this extreme environment. The otiy practid approach is with back~tter Doppler sonars positional well below the surfam. M-ement right to the surfa~within wave crests~uires a bistatic rather than a monostatic cotiguration.
Accurate determination of velocities by tis scheme rquires use of a long baseline, comparable to the sensor depth. This can be achieved if the sow components are plad on the sea floor. This scheme has kn implemented in the North S= where it was used to measure velocities up to the~surface in severe storms. It is hard to imagine how any conventioti current measurement approach codd be succesfl in such an extreme environment.
The bistatic measurements descri~above w give detailed information on the instantaneous velocity profile at one Imtion, but they mot provide information on the space and time evolution of the wave field that gives rise to extreme waves. This rquires a horizonti mwement.
Nordina wave theory provides some guidance to the way in which this happens, but the pruss has yet to be properly measurd in the ocean. The nordina interaction takes place over an extendd di~ce (1-2km) which is si~candy beyond the range of the high frquency (-100kHz) sonm previously used for direction wave m~ements. Present efforts are dirwti at the application of lower frequency dirwtioti sonars (12kHz) that have the potentiti for wave measurements over the wuiti range.
BUBBLES, T~ULENCE~~~S~ACE~CULATION
HML momentum and mass exchangd through the air-~in~tia~dting a storm are mixed rapidy through the Surfaw layer. Wave br~ng transfers momentum intedttendy to the surface layer, as well as generating titience and forming bubbles. The interaction between the wave field and wind M is believd responsible for coherent ci~ation patterns @gmuir circdation). The larger bubbles rise quictiy to the surfam; smaller bubbles can be trapped by the cirtiation and de~nd seved metres before dissolving. The importance of bubbles to problems of acoustid propagation are well know but they are rdso key players in the surfam layer oceanography. Since the smaller bubbla are extremely good acoustic targets at higher fiquencies (20kHz-300~) and have relatively low rise d, it is nati to exploit them as tracers of the subsurface cirdation. However, the bubble popdation is directiy relevant to as~ts of air-~gas transport (2) . Moreover the density of near surface bubble clouds must have a si~wt effwt on buoyancy, possibly suppressing the turbdence.
Dimensiorud arguments have been advand to predict the specti slope of bubble radii at the moment of creation. For example it m be shown that if the dominant factors determining the speetrum are the turbdent dissipation and the rate at which the air-fraction is changing, the bubble specwill have a slope of -10/3. E it is assured that surface tension is a relevant factor, the slope changes to -2. Moraver, as shown by Hinze (6), dimension arguments provide a de for the largest bubbles that can sustin the disruptive effeck of turbdent pressure fluctuations. This scrde dso depends upon the turbtient dissipation. Bubble clouds are injectd intermittendy. After injectiou the size~a be expected to change progressively from one of wnstant slope determined by dimensioti mnsiderations at the time of bubble cloud formation, to a more complex shape reflecting the competing effats of dissolution which tends to decr~tie number (flatten the specti slope) of sdler bubbles, and buoyancy which removes the larger bubbles producing a steeper specti slope.
Accurate measurement of the bubble size distribution is critid to the investigation of these effects. Various acoustid measurement t=hniques have been developed for this purpose, including nordinear and Iina methods. Among the Mnear methods, the acoustid resonator (12) derived from a concept put forward by Breiti and Medwin (3), has proved partictiarly suitible.~te noise injwtd into a freely flooding resonant =vity formed by two p~lel plates can be interrogated to determine both the rd and imaginary components of the sound speed for mch harmonic (12) . me bubble poptiation m be recovered tiugh a suitable inversion scheme, with dtiations tim each component providing a check on the insistency of the measurement. Figure 1 illustrates mmements of the size distribution determined in this way at different times and depths following bubble injtion by a breaking wave. Before kjection the bubble distribution has a chmcteristic shape, flattened at the sdl radii and steep at the larger radii. me bti point between these~ering slopes, which dso represents the _ @ in a volume Scrding (i. e. N(a)a3) , is betwwn 50 and 150~m. Following a fish buMle cloud injectio~the~ti slope times constant with a vrdue of-2 to -3. As the bubble density dmlines through the competing effecm of gas dissolution and bubble rise, the spectrum gradtily reverts to ik former shape.~s temporrd evolution providm an excellent oppo~ty for us to test models of bubble cloud behaviour in thes urface layer. As one closes in on the~ham, through acoustid measurements of waves and of the larger scale bubble clouds (metres to 100s of metres), it becomes apparent that some of the most interesting and critid questions relate to the details of the wave brting pruss itseK. Measurements of the na~sound field yield impo~t clues, but tiese must be supplementti by active acoustid methods to resolve the essentird physics. Since the process of bubble formation is intimately finked to turbtience within the whitap, we might e-t to 1-about the turbdenm from the bubble distribution. Of course it wotid be desirable to test these ideas through some direct measurement of turbdenw. This dso apto lie within the range acousticrd observation. Coherent Doppler sonars operating in the~range have ticient resolution for measurement of turbdence dissipation.
Thus far we have Iimitd the discussion to passive, in siti and back~tter acoticrd measurement. The applimtion of forward scatter techniques to the~Surfaw layer is less developed, in part because of tie greater titity of interpreting path integratd m~ements in a spatidy variable environment. Preliminary studies in the surf zone provide a good testing ground for developing such methods and it can be e-d that propagation studies within the upper few metres of the ocean will yield new insights on this dynamic~boundary.
CONCLUSIONS
At higher sea states the surfaw layer in the open~is one of the more c~lenging environments in which to work. Perhaps more than any other area of ocean research, acousticrd methods are playing a Imdirtg role in contributing to our understanding of the key physid processes. The approaches discussed above are by no means comprehensive, but give a sense of the possibilities. This is a branch of acoustid~ography that is currentiy in a state of rapid development. It wodd be hard to imagine a more propitious time and focus for~ographers and acousticians to work together in the resolution of important Scientilc problems that are both interesting and of grwt significance, I am indebted to the U S mm of Naval R-ch for financial suppo~and to my wlleagues and graduate students in the 10S Acoustid -ography Group, -idly Dr Svein Va@e, for assistan~in the work descri~here.
